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Recent proposals suggest that sleep may be a factor associated with accumulation of two core pathological features of Alzheimer’s disease
(AD): tau and �-amyloid (A�). Here we combined PET measures of A� and tau, electroencephalogram sleep recordings, and retrospec-
tive sleep evaluations to investigate the potential utility of sleep measures in predicting in vivo AD pathology in male and female older
adults. Regression analyses revealed that the severity of impaired slow oscillation-sleep spindle coupling predicted greater medial
temporal lobe tau burden. A� burden was not associated with coupling impairment but instead predicted the diminished amplitude of
�1 Hz slow-wave-activity, results that were statistically dissociable from each other. Additionally, comparisons of AD pathology and
retrospective, self-reported changes in sleep duration demonstrated that changes in sleep across the lifespan can predict late-life A� and
tau burden. Thus, quantitative and qualitative features of human sleep represent potential noninvasive, cost-effective, and scalable
biomarkers (current and future forecasting) of AD pathology, and carry both therapeutic and public health implications.
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Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is an unquestioned public health crisis.
A current pressing need is the development of biomarkers of

underlying AD pathophysiology that are sensitive, noninvasive,
cost-effective, and scalable, and that demonstrate independent
sensitivity to each of the two hallmark features of AD: patholog-
ical tau and �-amyloid (A�) aggregates. A second issue concerns
when, during the adult lifespan, changes in sleep quantity and/or
quality signal a future forecasting sensitivity to AD pathology,
measured in old age. Addressing this unresolved question would
inform not only the timing of when such biomarkers should be
measured, but also help define time-sensitive windows that could
be used in earlier-life prevention approaches, rather than later-
life treatment efforts.

Evidence suggests that sleep may represent one such potential
biomarker of AD pathology, and one that is noninvasive, cost-
effective, and potentially scalable, relative to current PET imaging
options. For example, sleep quality and sleep-EEG alterations are
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Significance Statement

Several studies have linked sleep disruption to the progression of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Tau and �-amyloid (A�), the primary
pathological features of AD, are associated with both objective and subjective changes in sleep. However, it remains unknown
whether late life tau and A� burden are associated with distinct impairments in sleep physiology or changes in sleep across the
lifespan. Using polysomnography, retrospective questionnaires, and tau- and A�-specific PET, the present study reveals human
sleep signatures that dissociably predict levels of brain tau and A� in older adults. These results suggest that a night of polysom-
nography may aid in evaluating tau and A� burden, and that treating sleep deficiencies within decade-specific time windows may
serve in delaying AD progression.
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recognized to co-occur with the transition into mild cognitive
impairment and AD (Prinz et al., 1982; Hita-Yañez et al., 2013).
In addition, subjective impairments in sleep (Spira et al., 2013,
2018; Sprecher et al., 2015; Carvalho et al., 2018) and the loss of
�1 Hz non-rapid eye movement (NREM) slow-wave activity
(SWA) (Mander et al., 2015) predict levels of A� aggregation as
measured by PET.

However, these data leave at least two key questions currently
unanswered. First, while tau and A� are related to NREM sleep
disruption in early AD (Lucey et al., 2019), it remains unknown
whether there are physiological sleep features that are uniquely
associated with tau in the human brain, dissociable from those
linked to A�. Data in animals support the proposition that tau
accumulation is linked to disruption of sleep oscillations. Rodent
models of tauopathy exhibit reductions in NREM sleep quality
and related neural synchrony (Menkes-Caspi et al., 2015; Holth
et al., 2017), and mice with aggregated tau in hippocampus show
abnormal hippocampal sharp-wave ripple oscillations (Witton et
al., 2016). These findings are of special relevance considering that
ripples in the medial temporal lobe (MTL), a region of early tau
accumulation (Braak and Braak, 1997), are causally linked with
the coupled expression of NREM sleep spindles and slow oscilla-
tions (SOs) in the surface EEG (Clemens et al., 2007; Staresina et
al., 2015). These data support an untested model whereby early
tau accumulation in the MTL causally alters hippocampal gener-
ation of NREM sharp-wave ripples, with the measurable effect of
impairing the expression and coupling of NREM SOs and spin-
dles. If so, it may represent a candidate sleep physiological bio-
marker of tau accumulation in old age.

A second question is when in the time course of the human
lifespan biomarkers of sleep disruption, specifically alterations in
amount of sleep (duration), may be linked to abnormal A� and
tau accumulation, resulting in elevated pathology in late stages of
life. Understanding when in the lifespan AD pathophysiology
may be particularly vulnerable to sleep disruption will be critical
in determining when such biomarker screening should occur,
and would also help in defining time-sensitive windows that
could assist in developing earlier-life prevention approaches.

Building on this evidence, here we tested two interrelated hy-
potheses by combining overnight polysomnography recording,
retrospective sleep evaluations, and PET measurements of tau
and A� pathology in older adults: (1) micro-level changes in sleep
physiology, specifically SO-spindle phase-amplitude coupling
and �1 Hz SWA- predict MTL tau burden and cortical A�, re-
spectively; and (2) macro-level changes (declines) in sleep quan-
tity across specific windows of the adult lifespan forecast tau and
amyloid pathological burden in old age.

Materials and Methods
Study participants. The experimental sample comprised a total of 101
cognitively normal older adults from the Berkeley Aging Cohort Study, a
longitudinal study of cognitive aging. Participants were enrolled in the
present study if concurrently acquired PET and MRI data were available.
The study was approved by the human studies committees at University
of California, Berkeley and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories,
with all participants providing written informed consent. Exclusion cri-
teria included presence of neurologic or psychiatric disorders, and cur-
rent use of antidepressant or hypnotic medications. Participants were
free of depressive symptoms, scored �25 on the Mini Mental State Ex-
amination (Folstein et al., 1975), and displayed normal performance on
neuropsychological testing (1.5 SDs within age, education, and sex ad-
justed means) (Schöll et al., 2016).

PET imaging analysis. A total of n � 101 cognitively normal older
adults (Table 1) received tau 18F-flortaucipir (FTP) and A� 11C-PiB

(PiB) PET scans (Fig. 1); 1 � 1 � 1 mm resolution T1-weighted
MPRAGE images were acquired for every subject on a 1.5T MRI scanner
at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories (Schöll et al., 2016).
MPRAGE scans were processed with FreeSurfer version 5.3.0 (http://
surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) to derive ROIs in each subject’s native
space using the Desikan-Killiany atlas. FreeSurfer ROIs were used to
calculate regional 18F-FTP and 11C-PiB PET measures in native space for
each subject (see below). MR images were also segmented into tissue
types using SPM12 (Statistical Parametric Mapping; Wellcome Depart-
ment of Cognitive Neurology, London). SPM-derived segments for non-
cerebral tissues were subsequently used for partial volume correction.

A detailed description of 18F-FTP tau and 11C-PiB A� PET acquisition
for Berkeley Aging Cohort Study has been published previously (Schöll et
al., 2016). 18F-FTP standard uptake value ratio (SUVR) images were
created based on mean uptake over 80 –100 min after injection normal-
ized by mean inferior cerebellar gray matter uptake. SUVR images were
coregistered and resliced to structural MRI. To account for partial vol-
ume effects due to atrophy and spillover signal, the Geometric Transfer
Matrix approach (Rousset et al., 1998) was used for partial volume cor-
rection based on FreeSurfer-derived ROIs, including corrections for ex-
tracerebral signal as previously described in detail (Baker et al., 2017).

Given our hypothesized associations between tau in the MTL and
disruption of NREM sleep oscillations, sleep EEG and 18F-FTP tau PET
analyses focused on an MTL ROI. Specifically, this ROI consisted of
weighted mean 18F-FTP SUVR within bilateral MTL FreeSurfer regions
(entorhinal cortex, hippocampus, amygdala, and parahippocampal
gyrus), all of which were partial volume corrected (Baker et al., 2017;
Maass et al., 2017). Given the experimental hypothesis that decreasing
sleep duration would predict greater tau burden, analyses between ques-
tionnaires and PET focused on 18F-FTP SUVR within a composite ROI
(“meta ROI”) considered to represent pathological severity of tau accu-
mulation in the context of AD (Jack et al., 2017; Maass et al., 2017). This
ROI was selected a priori because it was hypothesized that lifespan sleep
change would impact overall tau burden, rather than tau aggregation
within any specific brain region. Specifically, this ROI consisted of
weighted mean 18F-FTP SUVR within bilateral entorhinal, amygdala,
parahippocampal, fusiform, inferior temporal, and middle temporal
FreeSurfer regions, all of which were partial volume corrected (Baker et
al., 2017; Maass et al., 2017).

11C-PiB frames were coregistered and resliced to structural MRI. Dis-
tribution volume ratios (DVRs) for 11C-PiB images were generated with
Logan graphical analysis on 11C-PiB frames corresponding to 35–90 min
after injection using a cerebellar gray matter reference region (Logan et
al., 1996; Price et al., 2005). One participant (with questionnaire data and
not polysomnography (PSG) data) was excluded because full dynamic
11C-PiB data were not available. Cortical 11C-PiB DVR was calculated as
a weighted mean across FreeSurfer-derived frontal, temporal, parietal,
and posterior cingulate cortical regions. Participants were classified as
A�-positive if their cortical 11C-PiB DVR was �1.065, a cutoff adapted

Table 1. Demographics, PET, and sleep summary information (mean � SD)a

Variable EEG subjects (n � 31) Questionnaire subjects (n � 95)

Age (yr) 75.7 � 4.6 77.8 � 6.7
N (%) female 24 (77%) 56 (59%)
Education (yr) 16.6 � 1.8 17.0 � 1.8
Mini-Mental State

Examination
29.0 � 1.0 28.7 � 1.4

PiB status (%) PiB � 12 (39%); PiB � 19 (61%); PiB � 55 (56%); PiB � 39 (41%)

FTP Braak staging (%)
Braak 0: 6 (19%); Braak I/II:

18 (61%); Braak III/IV: 7 (23%)
Braak 0: 22 (23%); Braak I/II:

60 (63%); Braak III/IV: 13 (14%)
Total sleep time (min) 343 � 61 —
NREM S2 time (min) 176 � 57 —
NREM SWS time (min) 71 � 49 —
REM time (min) 68 � 24 —
WASO (min) 111 � 74 —
aPiB status was determined based on a DVR threshold of 1.065 (Villeneuve et al., 2015). FTP Braak staging, indexing
the progression of tau pathology, was assigned to 1 of 4 stages based on FTP uptake in Braak-based composite
regions, as described previously (Maass et al., 2017).
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from previous thresholds developed in our laboratory (Villeneuve et al.,
2015).

Sleep EEG analysis. A subset of n � 31 participants completed the sleep
EEG assessment (Table 1). Data from 5 of these subjects were included in
a previous publication (Mander et al., 2015). PSG data were acquired
within 11.2 � 6.8 months of the tau PET scan. All participants abstained
from caffeine, alcohol, and daytime naps for the 48 h before and during
the study. All participants completed the Berlin Questionnaire to assess
sleep apnea risk (Netzer et al., 1999), which was used as a covariate in
EEG biomarker analyses. Participants kept to their habitual sleep–wake
rhythms and averaged 7–9 h of reported time in bed per night before
study participation, verified by sleep logs. For 29 subjects, polysomnog-
raphy was recorded using a Grass Technologies Comet XL system (Astro-
Med), including 19-channel EEG placed using the 10 –20 system. For 2
subjects, polysomnography was recorded using a Grass Technologies
AURA PSG Ambulatory system (Astro-Med) using a 9-electrode EEG
montage. All subjects had EOG recorded at the right and left outer canthi
(right superior; left inferior) and EMG. Reference electrodes were re-
corded at both the left and right mastoid (A1, A2). The a priori electrode
of interest for statistical tests (Fz, see below) was present in both mon-
tages. Data from the 2 subjects with a 9-channel montage were interpo-
lated to match the 19-channel montage for the purpose of visualizing
group-level results across the scalp.

Sleep was scored using standard criteria (Rechtschaffen and Kales,
1968) by a single trained scorer (B.A.M.). Sleep scoring was performed
blinded to PET data. EEG data from the experimental night were im-
ported into EEGLAB (http://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/) and epoched into 5 s
bins. Epochs containing artifacts were manually rejected, and the re-
maining epochs were filtered between 0.4 and 50 Hz. A fast Fourier
transform was then applied to the filtered EEG signal at 5 s intervals with
50% overlap and using Hanning windowing. Slow-wave sleep was de-
fined as NREM Stages 3– 4, whereas NREM sleep encompassed Stages
2– 4. Given that Stage 2 does not always exhibit pronounced SO activity
(Helfrich et al., 2018), all correlational analyses focused on slow-wave
sleep.

Event detection of SOs and spindles was performed for every channel
separately based on previously established algorithms (Mölle et al., 2011;
Staresina et al., 2015; Helfrich et al., 2018). (1) SOs: In brief, the contin-
uous signal was first filtered between 0.16 and 1.25 Hz and detected zero
crossings. Events were then selected based on time (0.8 –2 s duration) and
amplitude (75% percentile) criteria. Finally, artifact-free 5-s-long seg-
ments (�2.5 s around trough) were extracted from the raw signal. (2)
Sleep spindles: the signal was filtered between 12 and 16 Hz, and the
analytical amplitude was extracted after applying a Hilbert transform.
The amplitude was smoothed with a 200 ms moving average and then
thresholded at the 75% percentile (amplitude criterion). Only events that
exceeded the threshold for 0.5–3 s (time criterion) were accepted.
Artifact-free events were then defined as 5-s-long sleep-spindle epochs
(�2.5 s), peak-locked. Events were normalized per subject by means of a
z score before all subsequent analyses, alleviating power differences be-

tween subjects (Helfrich et al., 2018). The
mean and SD were derived from the unfiltered
event-locked average time course of either SO
or spindle events in every participant.

Time-frequency representations for artifact-
free normalized SO (Fig. 2B) were calculated
after applying a 500 ms Hanning window.
Spectral estimates (0.5–30 Hz; 0.5 Hz steps)
were calculated between �2 and 2 s in steps of
50 ms and baseline-corrected by means of z
score relative to a bootstrapped baseline distri-
bution that was created from all trials (baseline
epoch �2 to �1.5 s, 10,000 iterations) (Hel-
frich et al., 2018).

For event-locked cross-frequency analyses
(Dvorak and Fenton, 2014; Staresina et al.,
2015; Helfrich et al., 2018), the normalized SO
trough-locked data were first filtered into the
SO component (0.1–1.25 Hz), and then the in-
stantaneous phase angle was extracted after ap-

plying a Hilbert transform. Then the same trials were filtered between 12
and 16 Hz, and the instantaneous amplitude was extracted from the
Hilbert transform. Only the time range from 2 to 2 s was considered, to
avoid filter edge artifacts. For every subject, channel, and epoch, the
maximal sleep spindle amplitude and corresponding SO phase angle
were detected. The mean circular direction and resultant vector length
across all NREM events were determined using the CircStat toolbox
(Berens, 2009).

A summary proportional measure of SWA, a measure previously
shown to be associated with A� accumulation in healthy older adults, was
derived by dividing the spectral power between 0.6 and 1 Hz by the sum
of spectral power between 0.6 and 4 �Hz (Mander et al., 2015).

For all sleep EEG analyses, statistical tests were performed a priori at Fz
(frontal midline) electrode derivation, based on previously demon-
strated sensitivity to differences in both SO-spindle coupling and pro-
portion 0.6 –1 Hz SWA (Mander et al., 2015; Helfrich et al., 2018), our
experimental hypothesis targets.

Sleep questionnaires analysis. A subset of n � 95 subjects completed a
retrospective questionnaire about lifespan sleep duration and sleep qual-
ity change. Questionnaire data were acquired within 8.6 � 12.5 months
of PET imaging. Subjects were asked to report their estimated retrospec-
tive average sleep duration in each decade across life. As in other retro-
spective life questionnaires in other fields aimed at improving veracity of
recall (Friedenreich et al., 1998), subjects were encouraged to consider
life circumstances during each decade that may have impacted their av-
erage sleep duration, such as education, births, moves, and occupation.
For each decade, subjects chose one of six options: �5 h, 5– 6, 6 –7, 7– 8,
8 –9, and �9 h. These subject responses were then coded 4 –9 for dura-
tion change analyses. Analyses were restricted to decade intervals from
40s to 70s. These data were used to generate two metrics: (1) percent sleep
duration change by decade and (2) sleep duration slope. Percent sleep
duration change by decade was calculated by dividing the reported aver-
age duration of sleep in one decade by the duration of the previous
decade. For each decade bin, subjects with a negative percent sleep dura-
tion change were considered “sleep decrease” participants, and subjects
with a positive percent sleep duration change were considered “sleep
increase” participants. Sleep duration slope was calculated by fitting a
linear regression to the decades by reported sleep duration for all re-
ported decades from 40s to 70s, determined by the slope of the regression
line.

Subjects also answered whether they felt their sleep had started to get
worse as they got older. This yes or no response was used as a measure of
subjective nonspecific sleep quality change.

Statistical analysis. Associations between PET measures and sleep EEG
measures were assessed using linear regression. The strength of correla-
tions between sleep EEG measures and PET measures were compared
using the Robust Correlation Toolbox (Pernet et al., 2012). Differences
in sleep EEG measures between PET-defined groups were assessed using
t tests.

Mean 11C-PiB DVR 

1.15 1.3

Mean 18F-FTP SUVR 

DVR1.2 1.4SUVR

A B

Figure 1. Mean PET binding demonstrates tau and A� aggregation. 18F-FTP tau and 11C-PiB A� PET show distinct binding
patterns in healthy older adults. Using SPM12, PET images for all subjects were normalized to a common template; then a mean
image was created for each radiotracer. A, Mean 18F-FTP SUVR for n � 101 PET scans, representing tau distribution in healthy
older adults. B, Mean 11C-PiB DVR for n � 100 PET scans, representing A� distribution in healthy older adults.
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Differences in PET between individuals on the basis of self-reported
changes in sleep duration and quality were assessed using t tests, with
false discovery rate (FDR) correction used to adjust for multiple decade
comparisons. Associations between reported change in sleep duration
and PET measures were examined using nonparametric Kendall’s � cor-
relations. Nonparametric correlations were applied since they do not
require the data to be normally distributed.

Results
Associations between NREM sleep oscillation coupling, tau,
and A�
Focusing first on tau, we determined whether the disrupted cou-
pling between SOs and sleep spindles predicted MTL tau burden.
As previously reported in older adults, mean sleep spindle activity
occurred during the rise of the SO, before the SO peak (Fig. 2A,B)
(Helfrich et al., 2018). To quantitatively assess the coupling
strength between spindles and SOs, we used a validated event-
locked approach that extracted the mean resultant vector length
across all SO-spindle events at every electrode for every partici-
pant (Helfrich et al., 2018), where greater vector length indicates
greater coupling strength. Analyses focused a priori on the frontal
midline electrode (Fz), since this location has been demonstrated
to be sensitive to both SO-spindle coupling and SWA (Mander et
al., 2015; Helfrich et al., 2018).

Supporting the experimental prediction, the measure of SO-
spindle coupling strength at Fz negatively predicted the severity
of MTL tau burden (Fig. 2C; r � �0.47, p � 0.01). Specifically,
individuals with weaker SO-spindle coupling had greater accu-
mulation of tau within MTL. This association remained signifi-
cant in a linear regression adjusting for age, sex, sleep apnea risk,

and time-interval differences across subjects between PSG and
tau PET scan (r � �0.49, p � 0.02).

Next, we examined whether this SO-spindle association was
unique to tau pathology, or instead, showed a similar relationship
with A� accumulation. There was no significant relationship be-
tween SO-spindle coupling strength and the degree of cortical A�
burden (Fig. 2D; r � �0.16, p � 0.39). Furthermore, these two
associations (tau and A�) were significantly different from each
other. Specifically, comparison of the two correlations (based on
1000 bootstrap samples of correlation coefficient pairs) revealed
that the MTL tau association with coupling was significantly
stronger than the cortical A� association (	r � 0.31, p � 0.04).
Therefore, SO-spindle coupling reflects an electrophysiological
sleep measure that is associated with the degree of tau deposition
within MTL, dissociable from a relationship with A� burden.

While these data provided an analytical approach based on
continuous variables (i.e., correlational), the applicability for
biomarker utility is frequently examined using a categorical ap-
proach (i.e., high/low, positive/negative). To address this ques-
tion, we explored the relationship between tau burden and
disrupted SO-spindle coupling, categorically separating partici-
pants into high and low tau groups, based on median FTP SUVR
within MTL. Due to the limited number and cognitively healthy
status of the subject sample, tau PET groups defined by in vivo
Braak staging (Maass et al., 2017) are small and nonuniform
(Table 1). A median split approach was therefore chosen since,
unlike A�, there is no current consensus regarding an SUVR
threshold determining “tau positive/negative” with a tau PET
radiotracer (Jack et al., 2017). The categorical separation of indi-
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Figure 2. Associations between SO-spindle coupling, tau, and A�. A, Peak-locked sleep spindle average across all detected events in NREM sleep (black). Low-pass filtered events (red) highlight
that sleep spindles preferentially peaked before the SO “up-state.” Top right, Mean SO phase where sleep spindle power peaks. Red dots represent individual subjects. B, Baseline-corrected
grand-average SO-locked time-frequency representation. Dashed white lines indicate the two largest SO peaks. Sleep spindle activity (12–16 Hz) is greatest before SO peak. C, Left, Negative
association between SO-spindle coupling strength (resultant vector length) and MTL tau PET at Fz electrode. Right, Topography of correlation between SO-spindle coupling strength and MTL tau PET
across all EEG electrodes. D, Left, No association between strength of SO-spindle coupling and cortical A� PET. Right, Topography of correlation across all EEG electrodes. E, Left, Bar plots represent
mean vector length in high and low tau groups at electrode Fz. Error bars indicate SEM. Right, Topography of SO-spindle coupling strength in subjects with low versus high MTL tau burden.
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viduals as A�-positive (high cortical A�) or A�-negative (low
cortical A�) was defined by the PiB DVR threshold of 1.065.

SO-spindle coupling differentiated the two tau groups, such
that individuals with categorically high MTL tau had significantly
lower (i.e., weaker) SO-spindle coupling than individuals with
categorically low MTL tau burden (Fig. 2E; at Fz, low MTL tau:
0.16 [0.01], high MTL tau: 0.10 [0.00], t � 2.30, p � 0.03). Con-
versely, SO-spindle coupling did not significantly differ between
A�-positive and A�-negative groups (p � 0.53).

MTL tau and cortical A� were significantly correlated across
participants (r � 0.45, p � 0.01). This relationship is in line with
the amyloid cascade hypothesis of AD (Jack et al., 2013), which
posits that tau accumulation typically only accelerates in the pres-
ence of cortical amyloid. Hence, these associations between tau
and SO-sleep spindle coupling are likely AD-relevant, beyond
normative aging-related changes.

Therefore, both categorical and correlational analysis ap-
proaches confirmed the experimental hypothesis that the disrup-
tion of NREM SO-spindle coupling, specifically the progressive
loss of precise coupling strength, provides an electrophysiological
sleep signature that is predictive of (relatively and categorically)
individuals with high relative to low MTL tau burden.

Associations between NREM SWA, tau, and A�
Having established that the measure of SO-spindle coupling
strength represents a sleep physiological feature that is associated
with magnitude of MTL tau burden, we next examined whether
the relationship between the proportion of SWA between 0.6 –1
Hz and A� burden is stronger for A�, or instead, predicts both
A� as well as tau.

Replicating previous findings (Mander et al., 2015), the pro-
portion 0.6 –1 Hz SWA predicted cortical A�, such that lower
proportion 0.6 –1 Hz SWA was related to higher cortical A� bur-
den (Fig. 3A; r � �0.36, p � 0.04). This association remained
significant in a linear regression adjusting for age, sex, sleep apnea
risk, and interval between PSG and tau PET scan (r � �0.43, p �
0.04).

In contrast, this same measure of proportion 0.6 –1 Hz SWA
demonstrated no predictive relationship with the degree of MTL
tau burden (Fig. 3B; r � 0.05, p � 0.80). Additionally, compari-
son of the two correlations (based on 1000 bootstrap samples of
correlation coefficient pairs) revealed that this SWA disruption
measure and A� correlation was stronger than the correlation
between SWA and MTL tau (	r � 0.41, p � 0.04). These findings
support the hypothesis that the sleep marker of 0.6 –1 Hz SWA is
significantly sensitive to A� burden, and not tau burden, which
added to the results described earlier, establishing a double dis-
sociation (SWA/SO-spindle coupling, A�/tau).

We additionally explored whether specific slow-wave fre-
quency ranges (�4 Hz) were associated with MTL tau burden.
There was no association between MTL tau and SWA frequencies
(0.6 –1 Hz, r � �0.04, p � 0.84; 1–2 Hz, r � �0.14, p � 0.44; 2–3
Hz, r � 0.27, p � 0.15; 3– 4 Hz, r � �.08, p � 0.67).

Finally, we examined whether the measure of 0.6 –1 Hz SWA
was able to differentiate A�-positive and A�-negative categorical
groups significantly, and we furthermore examined whether this
was also evident for low and high MTL tau groups.

The proportion 0.6 –1 Hz SWA differentiated A�-positive and
A�-negative groups, with significantly lower proportion 0.6 –1
Hz SWA in A�-positive individuals, relative to A�-negative in-
dividuals (Fig. 3C; PiB�, n � 12, 0.42 [0.09]; PiB�, n � 19, 0.35
[0.08]; t � 2.24, p � 0.03). Conversely, the proportion 0.6 –1 Hz
SWA did not differ between the low tau and high tau groups (p �
0.43), further highlighting dissociable sensitivity to these two
pathological entities.

Together, the results suggest a double dissociation in the pre-
dictive associations between two unique features of sleep (SO-
spindle coupling, NREM SWA) and the two prototypical
neuropathological features of AD: tau and A�. Significant con-
tinuous and categorical associations demonstrated that SO-
spindle coupling disruption was unique to MTL tau burden.
Serving as a complementary pathological biomarker, proportion
0.6 –1 Hz SWA was uniquely associated with cortical A�. Associ-
ations between sleep metrics and tau (FTP SUVR) and A� (PiB
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DVR) within brain regions beyond our a priori targets of interest
are reported for in Table 2 for completeness, and without further
discussion.

Associations between retrospective change in sleep and A�
Having demonstrated that changes in “micro-level” sleep oscilla-
tion features, SO-spindle phase-amplitude coupling and �1 Hz
SWA, dissociably predicted MTL tau and cortical A�, respec-
tively, we next sought to determine whether macro-level changes
in sleep across the lifespan predicted later-life pathological bur-
den of both A� and tau. Specifically, we tested the hypothesis that
self-reported sleep reduction in mid- and later-life decade win-
dows, those that overlap with current Alzheimer’s pathological
models of A� and tau escalation, predicts later-life A� and tau
burden.

First, we tested the prediction that decade-by-decade changes
in sleep duration predict later-life pathological burden, starting
with A�. Consistent with this hypothesis, subjects who reported a
decrease in sleep duration in their 50s (relative to the previous
decade) had significantly higher A� in late-stage life compared
with subjects whose sleep duration increased (Fig. 4A; sleep de-
crease: n � 6, PiB DVR 1.25 [0.34]; sleep increase: n � 12, PiB
DVR 1.04 [0.05]; t � 2.19, p � 0.04). That is, a relative reduction
in sleep amount in one’s 50s was associated with having greater
global A� burden in late life.

A similar relationship was also observed for decreasing sleep
times in an individual’s 70s, wherein a decline in sleep was again
associated with greater A� burden later in life, relative to those
whose sleep duration increased in their 70s (Fig. 4A; sleep de-
crease: n � 12, PiB DVR 1.28 [0.31]; sleep increase: n � 19, PiB
DVR 1.06 [0.10]; t � 2.82, p � 0.01). Nonparametric correla-
tions, which included subjects whose sleep duration did not
change, showed a negative association between percent change in
reported sleep duration and A� within only the 70s decade (n �
84, � � �0.17, p � 0.04). This association indicates that the
magnitude of sleep change in the 70s decade, beyond the categor-

ical decrease or increase of sleep duration, was predictive of A�
burden.

Changes in duration of sleep in 60s decade were not signifi-
cantly predictive of later-life A� burden (sleep decrease: n � 11,
PiB DVR 1.20 [0.26]; sleep increase: n � 19, PiB DVR 1.07 [0.12];
t � 2.05, p � 0.07), unlike the 50s and 70s age windows. How-
ever, it should be noted that the association in the 60s trended
in a similar direction. After FDR correction for multiple com-
parisons, the 70s window association remained significant.
Together, these findings suggest that decreases in sleep dura-
tion starting with the 50s, a prototypical time period of esca-
lating A� accumulation (Jack et al., 2013), predicts greater A�
burden late in life.

As an alternative analytical test of the hypothesis, we exam-
ined the rate of decline in sleep duration across the surveyed
lifespan, indexed by the slope of change in sleep duration across
all ages assessed (40s-70s). Subjects with a negative slope of sleep
duration across this time period (i.e., a decline in sleep duration
across the assessed lifespan window as a whole) exhibited signif-
icantly greater A� burden in later life, relative to those with an
increase in sleep duration across the lifespan (Fig. 4B; negative
slope: n � 22, PiB DVR 1.24 [0.29]; positive slope: n � 41, PiB
DVR 1.07 [0.11]; t � 3.41, p � 0.001). This association was also
revealed when using nonparametric correlation between sleep
duration slope value and A� across all subjects, including those
with no change in sleep duration (n � 94, � � �0.15, p � 0.04).

Thus, the association between lifespan changes in sleep and
late-life A� burden was not only observable on a decade-by-
decade basis, but also using the overall change in individual’s
adult-span sleep duration. This finding may suggest that decreas-
ing sleep duration in mid to late life is significantly associated
with an increased risk of late-life A� burden, and that a profile of
maintained (or even subtle increase) in sleep duration through-
out this time period is statistically associated with a reduced pre-
dicted risk of A� accumulation in late life.

Associations between retrospective change in sleep and tau
We next examined whether the same predictive associations were
observable for tau burden. Suggesting a time sensitivity distinct
from that identified for A�, subjects who reported a decrease in
sleep duration in their 60s had significantly greater tau in later
life, relative to subjects whose sleep duration did not decline (Fig.
4C; sleep decrease: n � 11, 1.29 [0.09]; sleep increase n � 20, 1.19
[0.10]; t � 2.70, p � 0.01). This association remained significant
after FDR correction for multiple comparisons. To test this asso-
ciation in all subjects, we used a nonparametric correlation that
included subjects whose sleep duration did not change during
this interval. This correlation was significant (n � 94, � � �0.17,
p � 0.03), further demonstrating that declining sleep duration in
the 60s decade was predictive of greater late-life tau burden. No
other decade showed such sleep-duration sensitivity to tau (all p
values �0.05).

In addition to examining whether decade-by-decade changes
in sleep duration predicted tau burden, we also examined the
association between tau and the change in sleep duration across
the entire time interval, as indexed by sleep duration slope; a
similar analysis to that above for A�. Unlike the lifespan-
predictive trend identified for A�, there was no predictive lifes-
pan association between the decline in adult lifespan sleep
duration (slope) and late-life tau burden (Fig. 4D; negative slope:
n � 22, FTP SUVR 1.27 [0.14]; positive slope: n � 42, 1.24 [0.13];
t � 0.80, p � 0.58). This was also true when using a nonparamet-
ric correlation approach (n � 95, � � �0.08, p � 0.27).

Table 2. Correlations between regional PET uptake and sleep EEG variables of
interesta

Correlation with
coupling strength (r)

Correlation with proportion
0.6 –1 Hz SWA (r)

PiB DVR ROI
mPFC �0.161 �0.372*
dlPFC �0.144 �0.431*
Parietal �0.131 �0.360*
Temporal �0.157 �0.377*

FTP SUVR ROI
Entorhinal cortex �0.338 0.081
Braak I/II regions �0.454* 0.056
Braak III/IV regions �0.362* �0.066
Braak V/VI regions �0.401* �0.136
Meta ROI �0.327 �0.048
Global �0.404* �0.110
Parahippocampal cortex �0.492* �0.040
Orbitofrontal cortex �0.532* �0.315
Precuneus �0.443* �0.026
Inferior parietal cortex �0.290 �0.110
Inferior temporal cortex �0.298 �0.080

aRows represent each ROI. Columns represent Pearson’s correlations between EEG metric and PET uptake (see
Materials and Methods). PiB DVR ROIs are comprised of weighted PiB DVR means within FreeSurfer regions, as
described by Mander et al. (2015). FTP SUVR ROIs are comprised of weighted FTP SUVR means within FreeSurfer
regions after PVC, as described by Maass et al. (2017).

*Significant r value ( p � 0.05).
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These associations between sleep duration change and pathol-
ogy suggest that, while reductions in sleep duration from 40s
onward appear to be associated with greater A� burden, sensitiv-
ity for tau burden is not generalized to sleep change across the
adult lifespan. Rather, a predictive association for tau burden was
specific to changes in 60s decade interval, suggesting a possible
model in which only a select period of the lifespan may hold
sensitivity in forecasting the extent of later-life tau pathology.
Retrospective sleep change versus tau (FTP SUVR) and A� (PiB
DVR) statistics for other brain areas outside of our a priori ROIs
are reported in Table 3 for completeness only.

Separate from sleep duration, we finally examined whether
subjective changes in sleep quality across the lifespan, defined by
subjects on the questionnaire as worsening sleep quality, were
associated with late-life A� and tau burden. Unlike the sensitivity
observed for sleep duration, individuals who reported that their
subjective sense of sleep quality had worsened with age (n � 57;
60%) did not show significantly greater (or lesser) A� or tau
burden, compared with those who reported maintained (or im-
proved) subjective sleep quality (n � 38; 40%, all p values �
0.05).

Discussion
Together, these findings help to establish that changes in sleep
quantity and electrophysiological quality are associated with in
vivo human tau pathology, relative to A� pathology. Moreover,
these predictive relationships were observed in two temporally
unique ways: (1) current moment, where sleep EEG features were
uniquely predictive of tau and A� in older adults; and (2) as a
future forecast, such that sleep changes in earlier mid- to later-life

phases were associated with measures of tau and A� burden in
late life.

Impaired NREM SO-spindle coupling predicted greater tau
accumulation in MTL. Importantly, this association with im-
paired SO-spindle coupling was unique and specific to tau accu-
mulation, with no association for A� burden. Instead, a
dissociable NREM-EEG signature, specifically impairments in
0.6 –1 Hz SWA (Mander et al., 2015), predicted cortical A�. Con-
versely, 0.6 –1 Hz SWA was itself not associated with tau burden
in the MTL, nor any other cortical region (Table 2). These find-

Table 3. Regional PET uptake related to retrospective change in sleep durationa

t value

40s–50s 50s– 60s 60s–70s Slope (t test)
Kendall’s
� slope (corr)

PiB DVR ROI
mPFC 2.17* 1.76 3.00* 3.56* �0.17*
dlPFC 2.27* 1.68 2.81* 3.41* �0.16*
Parietal 2.42* 1.85 2.75* 3.29* �0.15*
Temporal 2.03 2.18* 2.59* 3.41* �0.15

FTP SUVR ROI
Entorhinal cortex �0.21 1.27 1.69 0.83 �0.06
Braak I/II regions �0.80 1.14 1.03 0.30 �0.07
Braak III/IV regions �1.29 2.56* 0.48 0.70 �0.08
Braak V/VI regions �1.11 1.73 1.73 1.23 �0.10
MTL �0.80 1.49 0.86 0.40 �0.05
Global �1.19 1.97 1.32 1.09 �0.09

aRows represent each ROI. Columns represent statistical tests (see Materials and Methods). PiB DVR ROIs are com-
prised of weighted PiB DVR means within FreeSurfer regions, as described by Mander et al. (2015). FTP SUVR ROIs are
comprised of weighted FTP SUVR means within FreeSurfer regions after PVC, as described by Maass et al. (2017).

*p � 0.05.
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ings imply a double dissociation wherein sleep-EEG measures of
SO-spindle coupling and SWA are separately and uniquely asso-
ciated with tau and A� burden.

The observed impairments in sleep EEG features offer mech-
anistic insights within the context of AD. In early AD, both tau
and A� have been shown to be related to the disruption of NREM
SWA (Lucey et al., 2019). Since tau and A� pathology are both
thought to begin accumulating before the onset of AD-related
cognitive impairment (Braak and Braak, 1997; Jack et al., 2013),
biomarkers should be sensitive to early pathology in healthy
adults who may be years away from signs of cognitive impair-
ment. While the current research definition of AD requires the
presence of both pathologies (Jack et al., 2018), tau and A� can
occur independently of one another (Arriagada et al., 1992; Gi-
annakopoulos et al., 2003), demanding the use of dissociable
biomarkers that are specific to each pathological protein.

Intracranial EEG recordings in the human MTL have demon-
strated that hippocampal sharp-wave ripples, spindles, and SOs
interact in a phase-locked coordinated manner. Specifically, hip-
pocampal SOs orchestrate spindle bursts, with peak ripple activ-
ity occurring at the spindle trough (Clemens et al., 2007; Staresina
et al., 2015). This fine-tuned interaction of the three NREM os-
cillations indicates that the hippocampus can play a functional
role in facilitating SO-spindle coupling, which can be measured
on the scalp. Building on these data, our findings suggest that
early tauopathy in the human MTL, potentially through tau-
related disruption of either hippocampal-network integrity or
individual neuronal transmission (Palop and Mucke, 2016), sig-
nificantly impairs the coordinated interplay between sharp-wave
ripples, spindles, and SOs, impairing the precision of phase-
locked oscillation timing. Supporting this proposal, mouse mod-
els of tauopathy have demonstrated that MTL tau disposition
impairs the generation of hippocampal sharp-wave ripple events
(Witton et al., 2016). Moreover, dysfunctional oscillatory cou-
pling between cortical networks has been observed in mouse
models of tau overexpression (Ahnaou et al., 2017), although
SO-spindle coupling has yet to been studied in rodent models of
AD.

Independent of sleep, studies using tau PET have recently
shown that early tau pathology is associated with impaired
hippocampal-related memory performance (Schöll et al., 2016;
Maass et al., 2018). This is germane considering that coupling of
SO-spindles is proposed to serve a functional role in sleep-
dependent hippocampal memory processing (Diekelmann and
Born, 2010) yet is significantly impaired in older adults before
mild cognitive impairment (Helfrich et al., 2018). Combined
with the findings reported here, a testable hypothesis emerges for
future examination: disrupted SO-spindle coupling represents a
novel mediating pathway through which MTL tau pathology dis-
rupts long-term hippocampal memory, thereby contributing to
AD-related cognitive decline. Falsification/affirmation of this
proposal will require longitudinal studies combining tau and A�
PET imaging, sleep EEG assessment, and hippocampal-memory
measures.

In the current study of cognitively healthy older adults, there
was no association between tau and deficits in SWA reported in
mouse models of tauopathy (Menkes-Caspi et al., 2015), and a
human study that included cognitively impaired individuals (Lu-
cey et al., 2019). However, supporting the tau sensitivity of these
regions reported by Lucey et al. (2019), exploratory analyses of
these ROIs in our dataset revealed similar associations with im-
paired SO-spindle coupling our older adult sample (Table 2),
showing congruency between the studies. One explanation of

these differences is that the association between tau and disrup-
tion of SWA only emerges in later stages of tau progression, when
individuals transition into cognitive decline. This hypothesis is
tenable given that tau has differential effects on human cortical
network activity at different stages of its spread throughout cor-
tex (Adams et al., 2018). Since SOs have principally been consid-
ered a cortical phenomenon (Murphy et al., 2009), the above
reasoning would make temporal sense as tau aggregation moves
out of MTL into limbic cortical regions wherein slow-wave
source generation centers have been identified (Braak and Braak,
1997; Murphy et al., 2009).

Due to small group sizes, EEG biomarker analyses were not
separated based on A�-positivity status. Importantly, A� and tau
were significantly correlated in this group of subjects. This asso-
ciation is to be expected in accordance with the amyloid cascade
hypothesis of AD (Jack et al., 2013), as well as considerable data
(Jagust, 2018), which posits that tau accumulation typically ac-
celerates in the presence of cortical amyloid. Supporting this
widely accepted hypothesis, recent papers have shown that that
high levels of in vivo tau are rare in amyloid-negative individuals
(Johnson et al., 2016; Jack et al., 2018; Lucey et al., 2019; Soldan et
al., 2019). Therefore, deficits in SO-sleep spindle coupling appear
to be sensitive to, and linked with, biological features of AD
pathogenesis that extend beyond normal brain aging.

Beyond testing present-moment associations between sleep
EEG, tau, and A� discussed above, our second complementary
hypothesis sought to determine whether changes in earlier mid-
and later-life sleep prospectively predicted late-life tau and A�.
Retrospective questionnaire tools have been used to measure
other age-related changes outside of sleep, such as physical and
cognitive activities (Friedenreich et al., 1998; Landau et al., 2012;
Nucci et al., 2012), and memory function (Perrotin et al., 2012),
with similar measures being validated by longitudinal prospec-
tive studies (Sobell et al., 1989; Schmidt et al., 2006). Here, we
extended this line of inquiry to changes in sleep across the lifes-
pan. It is, however, important to consider the limitations of these
data, since retrospective self-reports are fallible to subjective bi-
ases across individuals. Specifically, this questionnaire will need
to be validated for test-retest reliability and compared with lon-
gitudinal studies of sleep over the lifespan.

Another caveat in interpreting these results is that the two
sleep-duration subgroups (increasers and decreasers) within
each decade interval were comprised of a relatively small number
of individuals. This necessarily limits the generalizability of the
findings, which must now be replicated in large longitudinal co-
horts. Nevertheless, these exploratory data are unique in compar-
ing AD pathology with retrospective changes in sleep quality.
Moreover, such preliminary data can further serve to inform
larger studies to examine these associations with guided a priori
hypothesis and targets.

Individuals reporting a decrease in sleep duration during their
50s and 70s exhibited greater late life A� burden. Additionally,
declining sleep over the adult lifespan, as measured by the slope of
duration in each decade, further predicted greater A� burden in
late life. In contrast, late-life tau burden was associated with a
reported decrease in sleep only during an individual’s 60s. These
results illustrate that the sleep history of an individual carries
statistically significant future forecast of late-life A� and tau ac-
cumulation.

Seminal cross-sectional studies have shown that reported
short sleep duration is linked to greater A� measured by PET
(Spira et al., 2013; Sprecher et al., 2015). We extend these find-
ings, demonstrating that A� burden was associated with declin-
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ing sleep duration across the surveyed interval beginning in
individuals’ 40s. That is, decreasing sleep time across the adult
lifespan predicts later-life A� burden. However, since pathology
may begin to accumulate within the surveyed interval (Braak and
Braak, 1997), these data cannot determine the directionality of
this association. Indeed, the presence of A� is associated with
disrupted sleep physiology both in mouse models (Roh et al.,
2012) and humans (Ju et al., 2013; Mander et al., 2015; Lucey et
al., 2019), suggesting a bidirectional relationship (Mander et al.,
2016). Experimental disruption of sleep has been linked to accel-
erated accumulation of A� in mouse models of AD (Kang et al.,
2009). Moreover, recent longitudinal studies in humans have
demonstrated that self-reported sleepiness predicts A� accumu-
lation over time (Carvalho et al., 2018; Spira et al., 2018). Thus,
while the presence of early A� during the surveyed interval may
be one factor influencing these findings, evidence also supports a
parsimonious (and nonmutually exclusive) hypothesis that de-
creasing sleep duration accelerates the aggregation of A�, result-
ing in greater late-life A� burden observed in the present study.

In contrast to A�, late-life tau burden was not associated with
declining sleep duration across the surveyed interval. Chronic
sleep restriction has been shown to accelerate tau accumulation
and spread in mouse models of tauopathy (Zhu et al., 2018; Holth
et al., 2019), and a night of sleep deprivation in healthy middle-
aged human adults leads to increases in CSF A� and tau (Holth et
al., 2019). Should changes in sleep duration affect tau in addition
to A�, this link may only be present in individuals at later stages of
AD progression that were not included in the present study. Im-
portantly, current models of AD pathological progression pro-
pose that tau deposition is consequent to A� (Jack et al., 2013).
The retrospective questionnaire revealed that 50s sleep duration
was linked to late-life A�, and 60s to late-life tau. This timeline,
whereby changes in sleep predict subsequent pathology, supports
the hypothesized order of pathological events.

In conclusion, the current data support the position that
quantitative and qualitative markers of human sleep are sensitive
to early tau and A� pathology. Regarding the identified physio-
logical sleep oscillation changes, EEG, especially a single channel
of high sensitivity, may represent an affordable, safe, noninvasive,
and scalable tool for measuring AD pathophysiology. Sleep as-
sessment may therefore allow for quantification of AD disease
status, disease progression, as well as measurement of therapeutic
treatment efficacy. While remaining preliminary, and thus spec-
ulative, our macro-sleep questionnaire findings may signify lifes-
pan windows of sensitivity where targeted sleep treatment could
be most effective. Reporting race was optional in the study, pre-
venting sufficient subject responses to covary for race in analyses,
representing a limitation of the current report. If validated in
larger longitudinal studies, these sleep-sensitive windows would
have the potential to be included in public health recommenda-
tions with the goal shifting from a model of late-stage AD treat-
ment to earlier-life AD prevention.
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